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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of a Mindfulness-Based 

Exercise Program (MBEP) on pro-inflammatory cytokines (Interferon –γ and Tumor 

Necrosis Factor - α) and anti-inflammatory cytokines (Interleukin – 4 and Interleukin - 

10). After completing a measure of psychological stress, 19 female college students (23 ± 

3.7 years old) were assigned to either the control (CTRL) or intervention (TC) group on 

the basis of their resting levels of cortisol values. The MBEP (experimental) group 

practiced MBEP sessions twice a week for 8 weeks with each session of total 2 hours. 

Subjects were analyzed through Trier Social Stress Protocol for assessing subjects to 

quantify the physiological stress response. Blood samples for the quantification of pro-

inflammatory cytokines (Interferon –γ and Tumor Necrosis Factor - α) and anti-

inflammatory cytokines (Interleukin – 4 and Interleukin - 10) and subjective stress 

measures were obtained before and after the MBEP sessions. Two separate 2 x 2 repeated 

measures ANOVA’s were used to analyze pro-inflammatory cytokines and anti-

inflammatory cytokines. Separate 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA’s were used to 

analyze subjective levels of stress pre-post intervention. No significant differences were 

found between groups for pro-inflammatory cytokines and anti-inflammatory cytokines; 

however slight increase was observed in trends of anti-inflammatory cytokines. 

Significant differences were observed in Spielberger’s Trait and Spielberger’s State 

Anxiety scale, Perceived stress scale and Stress Vulnerability scale.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 Hans Selye describes stress as inappropriate physiological response to any 

demand. Every year near about 15 million American adults suffer depression which is 

also a biological, psychological and social illness (Howk & Bennett, 2010). Stress 

defined psychologically is a state of anxiety which occurs when the demands on an 

individual exceeds his or her coping capabilities (Dyson & Renk, 2006). From researches 

it has been found that women are more prone to stress and stress related issues. It has also 

been seen that women with depression have more self-reports of illness and more 

inflammatory responses on exam as compared to controls (Howk & Bennett, 2010). 

Studies have proved that cytokines are viewed as one of the factors that play a role in 

depression because their production is modulated by stress.  

 Cytokines generally classified as proteins, peptides or glycol proteins are small 

cells secreted by glial cells of nervous system and some cells of the immune system. 

They also fall into the category of signaling molecules used extensively in intercellular 

communication. Cytokines contribute in immune functions of the body. Some studies 

revealed that there are immune alterations in depression (Irwin, 1999). Thus it is 

important to go through such studies, so as to find out other such alterations and their 

relation with cytokines. Daily exercises and physical activities affect the cytokine 

production at different levels of the body affecting cytokine response to trauma and 

infection (Moldoveanu, Shephard, & Shek, 2001). As time and techniques improved, 

more studies have started to include a wider range of outcome measures, including 

measurement of various inflammatory cytokines (Howk & Bennett, 2010).  
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 Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) is a clinical program, specially 

designed to help adaptation to the medical illness. It also provides training in mindfulness 

meditation as a self-regulatory approach to stress reduction and emotion management 

(Bishop, 2002). It has been shown that MBSR as a general stress reduction approach 

serves better in non-clinical populations as compared to clinical populations. A few 

researches have also shown some indications that the enhancement of the mindfulness is 

associated with a variety of well-being outcomes which help the patients by reducing 

pain, anxiety, depression, binge eating and stress (Chang, Palesh, Caldwell, Glasgow, 

Abramson, Luskin, Gill, Burk, & Koopman, 2004). 

 

Hypothesis/Objectives 

1. There will be a difference in the change of production of Interferon- γ   pre- test 

post test between the experimental group and the control group following the 8 

week intervention of MBEP.  

2. There will be a difference in the change of T-cell TNF producton from pre- test to 

post test between the experimental group and the control group following the 8 

week intervention of MBEP. 

3. There will be a difference in the change of Interleukin - 4 producton from pre- test 

to post test between the experimental group and the control group following the 8 

week intervention of MBEP. 

4. There will be a difference in the change of Interleukin - 10 producton from pre- 

test to post test between the experimental group and the control group following 

the 8 week intervention of MBEP. 
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5. There will be differences between the control and experimental groups in state 

anxiety as measured by the State Anxiety Inventory in response to a laboratory 

psychological stress test following the 8 week intervention of MBEP. 

6. There will be differences between the control and experimental groups in 

perceived stress as measured by the Perceived Stress Scale following the 8 week 

intervention of MBEP. 

 

Operational Terms 

1. Stress:  Hans Selye in 1936 defined the term stress as "the non-specific response 

of the body to any demand for change”.  

2. Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) is a clinical program, developed to 

facilitate adaptation to medical illness, which provides systematic training in 

mindfulness meditation as a self-regulatory approach to stress reduction and 

emotion management.  

3. Cytokines:  Cytokines are soluble proteins or glycol proteins that are produced by 

and mediate communication between and within immune and non-immune cells, 

organs and organ systems throughout the body 

4. Pro- inflammatory cytokines: These are the cytokines which promotes the 

inflammation. The pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines are up-regulated 

by physical activity, trauma and infection. 

5. Anti-inflammatory cytokines: These are the cytokines which reduces the 

inflammation by acting on body mechanisms and buffer the volatile activities of 

the pro inflammatory cytokines, as well as attenuating the immune response. 
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6. Interleukin-4, abbreviated IL-4, is a cytokine that induces differentiation of naive 

helper T cells. It is activated by IL-4, anti-inflammatory cytokines. Its main 

activity is B cell proliferation and differentiation. Recent studies suggest that 

basophils may be the effector cell.  

7. Interleukin -10: IL-10 is a cytokine with pleiotropic effects in immune-regulation 

and inflammation. IL-10 is capable of inhibiting synthesis of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines such as IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-3, and TNFα. Its main function is inhibition of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines.  

8. Tumor Necrosis Factor - α: Also known as TNF – α, the main role of TNF is in 

the regulation of immune cells. It is able to induce fever, inflammation and can 

also inhibit viral replication. If there is change or any dys-regulation in this 

cytokine, then it can lead to various diseases like cancer and Alzheimer's 

dementia. 

9. Interferon - γ: Also known as IFN- γ is an example of pleiotropic nature of 

cytokines. The main function of IFN- γ is macrophage activation, natural killer 

cell activation; it leads to activation of cyto-toxic T cells. IFN- γ is considered as a 

pro- inflammatory cytokine as it induces nitric oxide and augments TNF activity 

(Dinarello, 2000). It also inhibits anti- inflammatory activity. 

10. Yoga: ‘yoga’ means ‘union’. The yoga philosophy is dependent on developing a 

mystical union between yourself and a personal deity through a collaboration of 

self-hypnosis, meditation, the adaptation of asanas (specific postures). Also, the 

meditation and special postures have been adapted as a system of physical 

exercise and relaxation techniques. The exercises are mainly composed of slow 
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stretching movements performed in harmony with breathing. The main uses of 

Yoga are it helps in improving the tone of the muscles, flexes the joints and 

strengthens the body.  

11. Meditation: Meditation is process of conscious, controlled focus of the mind. 

Meditation is the process of conscious, controlled focus of the mind which may 

take place when the thinking processes, both in pictures and in words, have been 

stopped. The concentration is effortless in meditation. 

12. Biofeedback: Biofeedback is a method that utilizes a monitor to measure patients' 

physiologic information of which they are normally unaware. Patients can learn 

by trial and error by watching a monitor to adjust their  process of thinking and 

other mental processes in order to control temperature, blood pressure, brain wave 

activity, gastrointestinal functioning. Biofeedback is widely used to treat stress 

and other stress related conditions. 

13. Walking meditation: Walking meditation is an ancient form of meditation that the 

Buddha practiced. It is exactly same as taking a casual walk around your block, 

but here a person has to make an effort to know the surrounding means to be 

mindful of the surroundings and all sensations/feelings surrounding the person. 

Also, it involves paying attention to your body and how it feels when you walk. 

But here that you pay attention to the experience mindfully, without judgment, 

and allow the experience of the walk to fill you with calm insight. 

14. Breathing exercises:  Breathing exercises are techniques which are used to control 

the rate and depth of breathing. Generally, the procedure followed is by teaching 

the people to inhale through nose; the chest is expanded while inhalation and 
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exhalation is through mouth. The abdominal muscles are contracted during the 

exhalation process. The deep rhythmic breathing technique is used to induce 

relaxation. Breathing exercises are helpful in reducing the pain during child birth. 

Some other uses are for chronic obstructive pulmonary patients, asthma, reduction 

of stress etc. 

 

Delimitations 

1. Only female participants will be taken for the study.   

2. The subjects participating into the study will be students from the Texas Tech 

University (TTU) or the Staff workers from ages 18 to 45 years.  

3. The subjects will be exercising less than one hour per week according to a 

Physical Activity Rating Scale (less than four points).  

4. They must experience stress/anxiety by scoring more than 35 points on the 

Spielberger’s Trait Anxiety Inventory,  

5. They must have no contradictions to exercise. 

6. They must not practice mind-body exercises or meditation during study duration 

(unless in experimental group). 

7.  Subjects must also not take medications that affect the heart, 

8. Subjects not weigh less than 110 pounds,  

9. Subjects not have low hematocrit levels (< 38%).  
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Limitations 

1. The limited number of subjects used may not produce viable results because the 

lengthy testing procedures may limit the researchers from recruiting more 

subjects.  

2. The pre-test will be done a few months before the actual 8-week intervention for 

the experimental group. There are chances that the data could fluctuate. 

3. A subject may respond differently to the needle insertion. 

4. If MBEP helps in stress management, it would be unclear on which of the 

components (hatha yoga, mindfulness walking, meditation, and breathing 

exercises) from MBEP helped most in reduction of stress levels and stressor 

effects. 

Assumptions 

1. It is assumed that the subjects will answer all questionnaires in a truthful manner 

entailing their perceived stress vulnerability, anxiety during daily life, and coping 

with stress. 

2. It is assumed that all subjects have fasted three hours prior to the pre and post-test 

experiment, abstaining from caffeine, vigorous physical activity, smoking, 

alcohol, and gum. 

3. It is assumed that all subjects will not exercise more than one hour per week 

except for the experimental group, in which they will participate in an 8-week 

MBEP intervention with additional walking exercise. 

4. It is assumed that the subjects suffer from high stress/anxiety in their daily lives. 
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Significance of Study 

 A study by McComb, Norman, Qian, Veldhuis and McGlone in 2006 defined 

stress as the reaction of the body to stimuli by which it disturbs physiological equilibrium 

via the CNS and neuroendocrine system. The immune system involves multiple 

functionally different cell types. Physical activity affects local and systemic cytokine 

production at different levels.   With many of today’s impacting illnesses such as cancer 

and heart disease, coping with these daily life stressors may have a severe impact on 

individuals. They are easily quantifiable and are widely used to assess stress vulnerability 

(McComb et al., 2006). It was also observed that none of the researcher have investigated 

MBSR effects on immune function, but natural killer cell activity and number was 

increased after MBSR participation (Robinson et al., 2003). 

One of the studies by Yakeu, Butcher, Isa, Webb, Roberts, Thomas, Backx, James 

and Morris (2010), aimed to elucidate whether low-intensity exercise elicited a pattern of 

gene expression similar to that reported for M2 monocyte-macrophage differentiation. 

M1 macrophages produce interleukin (IL) 12 to promote tumoricidal responses, whereas 

M2 macrophages produce IL10 and help tumor progression. The subjects were 17 

sedentary individuals; these subjects were given an eight week low intensity exercise 

schedule composed of walking nearly ten thousands steps per day, thrice per week. There 

was change in anti-inflammatory cytokines after the low intensity exercise. 

 Promoting mindfulness meditation with physical activity could be the key to for 

clinical populations with linkage to physiologically provide scientific integration between 

complementary interventions and traditional biomedicine. The effects of Qigong on 

health have been said to be related to its immunomodulatory action (Manzaneque et.al, 
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2004).  Of all the body’s organ systems, the immune system may be the most challenging 

to coordinate. A healthy population will be used initially to assess the physiological 

effects of a MBEP, however, the long term goal is to implement an evidence-based 

outreach MBEP for the clinically ill, specifically women with cancer. The present study 

was designed to see the effects of MBEP on the pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory 

cytokines. Specifically, this study was carried out with the purpose of evaluating the 

effects of MBEP on the serum levels of Interferon- γ , TNF producton, Interleukin-4, 

interleukn-10. The hypothesis is T-cell production of interferon-γ (pro-inflammatory) and 

T-cell TNF production (pro-inflammatory) will decrease in the intervention group and the 

production of  interleukin-4 (anti-inflammatory) and natural killer cell production of  

interleukin-10 (anti-inflammatory) will increase in the intervention group. 

Janelsins, Davis, Wideman, Katula, Sprod, Peppone, Palesh, Heckler, Williams, 

Morrow and Mustian, (2011) state that Tai Chi Chuan is an integrative medicine mind 

body practice with a physical activity component that has positive effect on strength, 

aerobic capacity, quality of life. It was concluded that it may be associated with changes 

in cytokines levels and maintenance of insulin levels in breast cancer survivors. 

In one of the study the researchers evaluated the relation between the yoga 

intervention program which included (asanas, breathing exercises, stress management, 

lectures, and group discussions) and to assess the efficacy of this intervention in reducing 

stress and inflammation in patients with chronic inflammatory diseases. The research 

participants were the patients with chronic inflammatory diseases and overweight/obese 

participants. There was a reduction in stress plasma cortisol, Il-6 and TNF-alpha levels 

(Yadav, Magan, Mehta, Sharma, & Mahapatra, 2012).  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The mind is known to be a factor in stress and stress-related disorders and 

meditation has been shown to positively effect, a range of autonomic physiological 

processes, such as lowering blood pressure and reducing overall arousal and emotional 

reactivity. A study by Dowlati, Herrmann, Swardfager, Liu, Sham, Reim and Lanctot, 

(2009) also shows that stress generates pro-inflammatory cytokines that have been 

directly linked with depression. 

Mindfulness based exercise program follows the same basic format of 

mindfulness practices for 8 week intervention, but along with core mindfulness 

meditation practices of the body scan, sitting meditation and hatha yoga,  Mindfulness 

based exercise program adds meditative walking and yoga to the primary role in the 

exercise schedule to induce mindfulness. 

    Kabat-Zinn, (1990) introduced Full Catastophe Living: Using the wisdom of 

your body and mind to face stress, pain, and illness, a groundbreaking publication that 

regimented the use of natural, medically proven methods to soothe and heal the body, 

mind, and spirit. Kabat-Zinn’s empirical evidence and practices to manage chronic pain 

resulting from illness and stress-related disorders through various mindfulness techniques 

(body scan, sitting meditation, and hatha yoga) at the University of Massachusetts 

Medical Center has been dubbed immensely influential in the world of mindfulness 

exercise and practice. Boettger, Müller, Oswald, Puta, Donath, Holger, Gabriel and Bär, 

(2010) hypothesized that the patient will show an aggravation of the acute immune 

response when exercising. The pro inflammatory state was more in less physically active 
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subjects and it has been evaluated with one of the physical fitness parameter VO2 peak. It 

has been observed that humoral as well as cellular inflammatory parameters both increase 

due to single maximal exercise. Therefore the hypothesis has been rejected and finally 

stated that both cytokine levels and the cell counts increase upon the exercise exhaustion. 

There was an unaltered immune response in the subjects. The regular high intensity 

training lowers the cytokine response to exercise.  

It has also been observed that continuous training sessions can be suggested for 

the individuals neglecting the risk of reduction in the pro inflammatory cytokines 

(Steinberg et al., 2007).  Jones, (2001) hypothesized that the practice of Qigong alters the 

immune function especially its effect over cytokines which are considered as main 

regulators of immunity. The cytokine- secreting cells in non-stimulated cultures id 

stimulated with T- cell activators. The IL6 was significantly increased after 7 weeks of 

exercising in non-stimulated as well as stimulated cultures. There was also an increase in 

TNF in non-stimulated cultures at 3 and 7 weeks. It was also observed that IL4 and IL12 

remained stable. The IL10 was decreased in stimulated cultures. The cortisol level was 

decreased in subjects after going through the session of Qigong technique. The study has 

also suggested that stress coping skills of the subjects who practiced the training session 

of Qigong has been increased. The main factor in the maintenance of health is the balance 

between Type 1 and type 2 cytokines. The Qigong technique might be helpful in 

alteration of type 1 and type 2 cytokines. Further studies are necessary so as to evaluate 

whether the alteration in cytokines would be beneficial in autoimmune diseases or not. 

Cytokines generally classified as proteins, peptides or glycol proteins are small 

cells secreted by glial cells of nervous system and some cells of the immune system. 
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They also fall into the category of signaling molecules used extensively in intercellular 

communication. Cytokines contribute in immune functions of the body. Some studies 

revealed that there are immune alterations in depression (Irwin, 1999). Thus it is 

important to go through such studies, so as to find out other such alterations and their 

relation with cytokines. 

In one study  by You, Luo, Zhang, Chen, He, Zhao, Zuo and Wu, (2011), the 

association between pro-inflammatory cytokines and depression  was studied by inducing 

chronic mild stress in a rat animal model , there were depression like changes in rats. The 

regulations of TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-18, IL-10 and IL-4 were analyzed with real time 

polymerase chain reaction. The result showed increased response to TNF-alpha, IL-6 and 

decreased response to IL-10.) 

In another study 11 healthy men were made to do 30 minute of heavy cycling 

exercise. In that study Zaldivar, Rodriguez, Nemet, Schwindt, Galassetti, Mills, Wilson 

and Cooper, (2006) examined the growth hormone, IFN, TNF-alpha, IL-2, IL-4 and IL-

10. Significant changes were found in TNF-alpha, IL-4, IL-2, IFN and IL-10. The 

concentration of these mentioned cytokines were increased.  This showed that exercise 

has showed significant effect on cytokines. 

A group of researchers (Beyn, Koh, Kim, Lee, & Chu, 2008) in one of their 

studies hypothesized to evaluate the counter stress effects of relaxation on pro 

inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines. The subjects were 36 medical students, 

18 were randomly selected as a relaxation group and 18 were selected as non-relaxation 

group. The psychometric and biological measurements with the help of the Global 

Assessment of Recent Stress scale, the Stress response Inventory and the Korean version 
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were undertaken. The IL6 production was lower as compared to IL10 during stress 

period. The levels of TNF were stable. The levels of the perceived stress on the stress 

scale were high. The results interpreted that during the stress situation the pro 

inflammatory cytokines level were reduced but on the other hand the anti-inflammatory 

cytokine levels were increased. The relaxation might lower disease susceptibility by 

regulating IL6 and TNF production.  

Interestingly some authors  (Carlson, Faris, Patel, & Speca, 2007) found 

significant improvements in all symptoms of stress, especially in cortisol levels, while 

implementing a MBSR program in breast (49 patients) and prostate (10 patients) cancer 

outpatients. Mood, stress symptoms, salivary cortisol levels, immune cell counts, 

intracellular cytokine production, blood pressure, and heart rate were assessed at a 6 and 

12-month follow-up. A continued reduction in Th1 (pro-inflammatory) cytokines was 

seen throughout the year when analyzing immune function. Systolic blood pressure also 

decreased and heart function improved along with reduction of stress. It was concluded 

that participation in a MBSR program by this population improved quality of life and 

attenuated stress symptoms, lowered cortisol levels, and lowered Th1 cytokines to 

improve immune function. Additionally, less mood disturbances and improved 

mechanical heart effects were seen.  

Kiecolt-Glaser, Christian, Preston, Houts, Malarkey, Emery and Glaser (2010) 

suggested that regular practice of yoga may reduce inflammation below levels predicted. 

In addition to the pain and discomfort experienced by the patient, stress and mental 

stability are also a problem. They indicated that yoga reduces symptoms of anxiety and 

depression. It was revealed that a 2 month yoga practice helped in the reduction of 
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Interleukin-6 (IL-6) and C reactive protein (CRP). It was hypothesized that experienced 

yoga practitioners would have less of an effect on inflammation as compared to novices 

and subjects would have a rapid decline in stress hormones and pro inflammatory 

cytokine production. Fifty women were asked to complete an online questionnaire, and 

then based on their responses they were classified into two categories as novice or expert. 

Subjects were asked to walk on a treadmill as a part of a control condition; the other 

control condition was a neutral video without any music that helped find effects of yoga 

without any activity. It was observed that yoga sessions boosted participant`s positive 

effects with decrease in movement and video control conditions. Finally the author 

suggests that regular practice of yoga could have health benefits and may help in 

reducing stress related diseases.  

In another study by Danielson, Matheson and Anisman (2011), the association 

between cytokines and emotional state was analyzed. The participants were females who 

have had abusive dating relationships. They were allowed to read the abuse related script 

and then blood sample was collected after 30 minutes. The women who were abused 

showed greater levels of shame and anxiety as compared to non- abused women. The 

levels of IL-6 and IL-10 were higher after reading the abuse related script. In abused 

women shown a neutral script, IL-6 and IL-10 levels were not related to their anger and 

sadness, whereas mood levels were related to IL-6. There was no variation in IL-10 with 

mood state response. This study showed some correlation between cytokines (IL-6 and 

IL-10) with specific moods.  

In one of the studies (Wu, Wang, Song, Sun, Xiao, He, Wang, & Sun, 2008), the 

TNF–α and IL-6 levels were assessed in the anxiety and non- anxiety depressed burn 
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patients. Hamilton rating scale for anxiety as well as for depression was used. After 30 

days of treatment for both groups, the levels of TNF–α and IL-6 were evaluated. It was 

found that both TNF–α and IL-6 were increased in anxiety depressed group as compared 

with the other group 

According to Janice Kiecolt-Glaser, “In addition to having lower levels of 

inflammation before they were stressed, we also saw lower inflammatory responses to 

stress among the expert yoga practitioners in the study." She suggests that practicing 

yoga could help people "eventually learn to respond less strongly to stressors in their 

everyday lives by using yoga and other stress-reducing modalities.” 

In another study, Kamezaki, Katsuura, Kuwano, Tanahashi and Rokutan (2012) 

assessed  immune mediators and salivary cortisol level in medical students. It was 

hypothesized that there was association between the pro- inflammatory cytokines before 

the examination and after the examination. After running the statistical ANOVA, it was 

seen that there were increased levels of TNF-alpha, IFN-γ, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 during 

the examination but significant decreases in salivary cortisol levels and anxiety after the 

examination. 
It was observed that there is change in the cytokine secreting cells after the 

Qigong training session (Jones, 2010). Similarly it was observed that yoga can decrease 

the stress related changes and thus there is alteration in the level of cytokine level, and 

the regular practice of yoga can help in the maintenance of health (Kiecolt-Glaser, et. al., 

2010).  

Steinberg, Abdoulaye, Bregeon, Delliaux and Jammes (2007) evaluated that the 

resting plasma levels of IL-6 and TNF were in the same range in the males and females. 
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The hemoglobin was also stable. But at VO2 max there was increase in IL-6 and TNF and 

the plasma ascorbic acid level was decreased. There was increase in IL-6 due to exercise 

varied in VO2 max dependent exercise. The intramuscular stress may promote the 

oxidative stress. There was correlation between acute immune response and the oxidative 

stress induced by the treadmill exercise test. 

(Koh et al., 2008) examines the effect of relaxation training on pro-inflammatory 

(TNF & IL-6) and anti-inflammatory (IL-10) cytokine production from peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) during a baseline (non-stressful) and pre-examination 

(stressful) period. The participants were 36 medical student either a relaxation training 

intervention group or a non-intervention control group. After assessing two stress scales 

(GARS and SRI) and a psychopathology assessment scale, it was observed that 

production of the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-6 was significantly reduced during the 

stressful (pre-examination) period, and production of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-

10 was enhanced during the same period. The results showed that relaxation is more 

likely to have counter-stress effects on pro-inflammatory cytokines than on anti-

inflammatory cytokines.  

A recent report indicated by Witek-Janusek et al., 2008 suggested that a 

psychological intervention that facilitated coping (mindfulness based stress reduction) 

prevented reductions in NK-cell activity and IFN production, and increases IL-10 and IL-

4 observed in newly diagnosed breast cancer patients relative to control subjects.  

In one of the studies (Koh et al., 2008), participants were asked to complete two 

mental stressors consisting of 5 minute task and 5 minute mirror tracing task for assessing 

the association between physical fitness, cardiac parasympathetic nervous control and 
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inflammatory cytokine responses to mental stress. The results showed that IL-6 and IL-1 

were increased significantly. A higher systolic blood presser response to exercise was a 

predictor of TNF-α response to stress. Some of the limitations of this study were 

researcher used submaximal exercise instead of using maximal aerobic capacity. The 

results reported that physical fitness was associated with lower inflammatory cytokine 

stress response and reduction in heart rate variability. It was also observed that relaxation 

is associated with pro inflammatory cytokine alterations but with the increase in stress 

induced anti-inflammatory changes in cytokines (Koh et al., 2008).  

In one of the studies performed on undergraduates by Hawkley, Bosch, Engeland, 

Marucha and John, results showed that lonely individuals reported more number of 

“hassles” (both in frequency and severity) and performed fewer and less intense “uplifts” 

as compared to those done by the non-lonely individuals. In addition to this, the activities 

performed on the daily basis were rated as more stressful by lonely subjects than by non-

lonely subjects. Another aspect to be considered is the differential impact of acute and 

chronic stress on immunological functioning to introduce mechanisms by which stress 

experienced by lonely individuals might influence health. It has been seen that a chronic 

stressor like loneliness can cause low grade peripheral inflammation, which can also be 

linked to inflammatory diseases like diabetes, cardiovascular diseases (e.g., 

atherosclerosis), and autoimmune disorders (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis, lupus). 

Overall, it has been observed that after completing stress reduction sessions, they 

might result in alteration in the cytokine response. Therefore the purpose of the study is 

to examine if there is a shift from a pro- inflammatory response to an anti- inflammatory 

response in the intervention group compared to the control group for post mindfulness 
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based exercise program session or a shift from a distressed pattern to one more consistent 

with healthy immune function. 

Specifically there will be an increase in the production of anti-inflammatory 

cytokines (Interleukin – 4 and Interleukin – 10) and a decrease in T- cell pro-

inflammatory cytokines (Interferon – γ and Tumor Necrosis Factor – α) in the 

intervention group that we will not see in the control group.   
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

 Previous researches have indicated that the program of MBSR (mindfulness based 

stress reduction) has reduced stress levels in human body (Carlson et al., 2007; Carlson et 

al., 2004; Carlson et al., 2003, McComb et al., 2003, Tacon et al., 2003). The main aim of 

the current study is to perceive more information and knowledge about the literature in 

our study by quantifying the physiological changes in the participants from an 8 week 

MBEP program. 

 

Participants 

Participants were recruited from class announcements, flyers, and Tech Announce 

(see Appendices A-C). The participants were female students enrolled in classes at TTU 

and TTUHSC and voluntarily signed consent form as approved by the IRB (Appendix 

D). The experiment had total of 40 participants (20 experimental, 20 control) for Year 1 

and Year 2 combined were recruited from Texas Tech University (TTU) Campus and 

Texas Tech University Health Science Center (TTUHSC). The participants in the study 

followed the following criteria: (a) be prone to anxiety as indicated by a score of > 35 on 

Spielberger’s Trait  Anxiety Scale; (b) not participate regularly in programed recreation, 

sport, or physical activity; (c) be between the ages of 18 and 45 years of age (fall in the 

low risk age category according to ACSM); (d) answer no to all of the questions on the 

PAR-Q Screening Questionaire which was designed to identify and exclude individuals 

with medical contraindications to exercise; (e) not practice mind-body exercises or 

meditation (Yoga, Pilates, Tai Chi, etc.) during the study duration (unless the participant 
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is in the experimental group); (f) not be taking medications that would affect heart rate, 

i.e., beta blockers, calcium channel blockers, etc.; (g) not have low hematocrit levels 

(<38%); and (h) weigh at least 110 pounds. 

 

Design of Study 

 The Experimental Design is a Matched Pre test - Post test Randomized Control 

Group Design in which 40 participants (20 experimental, 20 control) were recruited from 

classes on the Texas Tech University (TTU) Campus and Texas Tech University Health 

Science Center (TTUHSC)classes.  

 Based on the limited resources and grants available an estimation of 40 

participants was derived which could provide the necessary information to examine 

means and trends of the data collected. This sample size can also provide a reasonable 

level of power to reject the null hypothesis if it is false. 

 

Pre -Test Procedure 

The participants were asked to read and sign the informed consent (see Appendix 

B), were witnessed by the investigator. The instructions were given to the participants to 

refrain from all food, alcohol, caffeine, gum chewing, or the use of tobacco products 3 

hours before their scheduled appointment in the laboratory when they were appointed to 

schedule their first visit. The intake of caffeine or other dietary stimulants that might 

affect these variables was assessed by a questionnaire (See Appendix C). The study 

protocol was explained to them and then they were asked to complete the following 

screening assessments to determine study eligibility: (a) the Par-Q; (b) the Health History 
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Questionnaire; (c) weight; and (d) hematocrit level. If any of the participant answers yes 

to any of the questions on the Par-Q, they were excluded from the study (ACSM, 2006) 

and also if anyone participated in meditation or any form of mind body exercises such as 

yoga, Pilates etc…then they were excluded from the study. At last for assessing 

hematocrit levels, if they were less than 38% then those participants were excluded from 

the study and participants weighing less than 110 pounds were excluded too.  

Finally, those who met the eligibility requirements, were asked to complete all 

questionnaires/scales (Spielberger’s Trait Anxiety Scale, Stress Vulnerability Scale, the 

Perceived Stress Scale and the Problem-Focused Style of Coping Inventory (see 

Appendices G-J) and were also asked to complete the non-exercise VO2 prediction 

equation (see Appendix F) to estimate fitness levels for descriptive purposes. In order to 

randomly assign the participants to the control group or the experimental group, resting 

levels of cortisol were measured. The cortisol levels were obtained by using an 

indwelling IV catheter which was inserted by a trained, certified technician. The anti-

cubital or cephalic vein of non-dominant arm was used for inserting an indwelling 

catheter. The indwelling catheter was kept open or free from blood coagulation by 

physiological saline. The blood samples (5 cc’s) were taken at 10-min intervals after the 

IV is inserted. One cc of blood is equal to 1 mL of blood or .06 tablespoon, the total 

amount of blood that was drawn out of the subject’s body was approximately 50 cc’s. 

This amount does not exceed the 550 mL limit specified by the research guidelines of the 

Human Research Protection Office at Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center 

(2007). The test lasted for 30 minutes approximately. The time line for the pre-test 
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laboratory assessment for random assignment was as follows: (a) Insertion of IV and 

saline flush (this begins the time clock (see Appendix K). 

The participants were divided into experimental and control group based on 

cortisol levels.  

 

Post-Test procedure 

Post-tests were performed on the same day of the week, as well as the same time 

of day as the pre-test. The testing session was comprised of answering questionnaires, 

biofeedback, blood draws and time consumed was approximately of two hours. The 

intake of caffeine or other dietary stimulants that might affect these variables was 

assessed by a questionnaire (see Appendix C). The study protocol was explained to them 

and then they were asked to complete the following screening assessments to determine 

study eligibility: (a) the Par-Q, (b) the Health History Questionnaire, (c) weight and (d) 

hematocrit level. Measurements were taken at 10 min intervals after the insertion of the 

IV through the testing period. The time line for the post testing was as follows: (a) 

Insertion of IV and saline flush (b) 20 min of baseline data; 20 min psychological stress 

test; 20 minutes post-recovery; 20 minutes post-recovery 2; 20 minutes post-recovery 3 

(see Appendix L). 

 

Mindfulness based Exercise Program 

The basic format, principles, and techniques of Kabat-Zinn’s Mindfulness-Based 

Stress Reduction and Relaxation program provided the foundation for the proposed 

Mindfulness Based Exercise Program. The intervention duration and frequency was two 

times a week for 90 min. The location for the intervention was at the Exercise Science 
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Center on the TTU campus in Room 110. The start of the intervention was mainly 

focused on concepts of MBSR program. The lecture was mainly focused on didactic, 

inductive, and experiential modes of learning regarding stress responses and mindfulness 

skill development training. In the last session of the MBEP program, the participants 

received training in several basic, core mindfulness techniques: the body scan, 

diaphragmatic breathing, mindfulness walking, hatha yoga, and sitting meditation. The 

body scan was one of the procedures which involved a gradual thorough attention 

through whole body starting from head to toe, focusing non-critically on any sensations 

in entire body regions with periodic suggestions of breath awareness and relaxation. The 

other was sitting meditation which involved mindful attention of the breath and a 

heightened state of observational yet non-judging awareness of cognitions and the stream 

of thoughts and distractions that constantly flow through the mind.  

Diaphragmatic breathing induced relaxation response as compared to shallow 

breathing which occurs in stress. One of the components was hatha yoga which involved 

simple stretches and postures designed to strengthen and relax the musculoskeletal 

system and develop mindful movement of the body. Mindfulness walking was mainly 

focused on being attentive to physical responses or sensations which are observed during 

the daily walking activity. The primary physical activity goal is for the participants to 

practice yoga twice weekly in class and exercise at home by walking mindfully 3-5 times 

per week. The duration was maximum up-to one hour per day as suggested by the 

American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM, 2006). Finally, homework was divided 

into mental and physical (mind and body) strategies. Log sheets which were filled by 

participants were used to monitor the performance through use of pedometers. The log 
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sheet was maintained by the participants so as to keep the track of the work assigned to 

them. 

 

Trier social stress protocol 

The test was mostly done during day time around 9 a.m. for a total duration of 

four hours.  The intravenous catheter was inserted. The participants were given a resting 

time of 30 min. The participant was asked to visit the other room where already three 

people were sitting at a table, and a video camera and a tape recorder. The participant 

performed the given task in front of the three persons who were already sitting inside the 

room. The questions asked by the investigator were based on role of job applicant invited 

for a personal interview etc. They were given a preparation period, and then participant 

had to convince about their role as job applicant. The managers then introduced as being 

specially trained to monitor nonverbal behavioral. Also, a voice frequency analysis on 

nonverbal behavioral was carried out on the tape-recorded talk and that a video analysis 

of the participant’s performance will also be conducted. After the task is performed by 

the participant, they returned to their room and they were allowed to prepare the speech 

in 10 min and again the participant was taken into the investigator’s room, where the 

participant delivered the speech. They were not allowed to carry any notes during the 

speech. 

The time frame for delivering a speech was set as minimum of 5 minutes per 

participant. If the participant took less than 5 min, then investigator encouraged the 

participant to continue the speech for a minimum time duration which was of 5 min. At 

15 min, the investigator asked the participant to serially subtract the number 13 from 
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1,022 as fast and as accurately as possible. On every failure, the participant has to restart 

at 1,022 with one member of the committee interfering ‘Stop. 1,022’.  

Finally at the end of 20 min, the task was stopped and the participant was taken 

back to the previous room. The rest time period was approximately one hour. At the end 

of the test, we informed the participant that there was no video analysis or any voice 

frequency analysis done, it was just a part of trier stress protocol which was goal of the 

study.  

 

Assay 

The Cytokine (human), EIA kits were used for the quantitative determination of 

human IFN – γ, TNF – α, IL - 4 and IL - 10 in biological fluids. The kit used monoclonal 

antibody to human cytokines immobilized on a microtiter plate to bind the human 

cytokines in the standards or sample. A recombinant human cytokines Standard was 

provided in the kit. After a short incubation the excess sample or standard was washed 

out and a biotinylated monoclonal antibody to human cytokines was added. This antibody 

binds to the human cytokines was captured on the plate. After a short incubation the 

excess antibody was washed out and Streptavidin conjugated to Horseradish peroxidase 

was added, which binds to the biotinylated human cytokines antibody. Excess conjugate 

was washed out and substrate was added. After a short incubation, the enzyme reaction 

was stopped and the color generated was read at 450 nm.  

The results obtained from the assays were stored in a excel file and the cytokine 

levels were obtained using the regression equations for the cytokines from Blank and 

Standards obtained through the kit. Standard concentrations and optical density 
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concentrations were used to estimate the cytokine concentrations in blood sample 

(pg/ml). 

Interferon – γ Assay results 

Table and Figure below displays graph for the standards used to estimate the 

Interferon – γ concentrations in blood sample (pg/ml). 

 

Table 3.1 

Results showing the standard concentrations of the Optical Density and the absorbance values of 

IFN-γ (pg/mL) 

  Standard Concentration Absorbance 
S0 0 -0.0038 
S5 25.6 0.13415 
S4 64 0.2096 
S3 160 0.43935 
S2 400 0.77185 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Standard Curve used to calculate the human IFN-γ concentrations.  
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Tumor Necrosis Factor - α Assay results 

Table and Figure below displays graph for the standards used to estimate the 

Tumor Necrosis Factor – α concentrations in blood sample (pg/ml). 

 

Table 3.2 

Results showing the standard concentrations of the Optical Density and the absorbance values of 

TNF-α in (pg/mL) 

  Standard Concentration Absorbance 
S0 0 0.15615 
S7 15.63 0.13855 
S6 31.25 0.1721 
S5 62.5 0.20765 
S4 125 0.40835 
S3 250 0.8132 
S2 500 1.47305 
S1 1000 3.46025 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Standard Curve used to calculate the human TNF-α concentration.  
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Interleukin – 4 Assay results 

Table and Figure below displays graph for the standards used to estimate the 

Interleukin – 4 concentrations in blood sample (pg/ml). 

 

Table 3.3 

Results showing the standard concentrations of the Optical Density and the absorbance values of 

IL-4 (pg/mL) 

  Standard Concentration Absorbance 

S0 0 0.0176 
S5 10.24 0.0526 
S4 25.6 0.1262 
S3 64 0.5004 
S2 160 1.0851 
S1 400.00 2.5854 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Standard Curve used to calculate the human IL-4 concentrations. 
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Interleukin – 10 Assay results 

Table and Figure below displays graph for the standards used to estimate the 

Interleukin – 10 concentrations in blood sample (pg/ml). 

 

Table 3.4 

Results showing the standard concentrations of the Optical Density and the absorbance values of 

IL-10 (pg/mL) 

 
Standard Concentration Absorbance 

S0 0 0.00045 
S7 7.81 0.0228 
S6 15.62 0.0332 
S5 31.25 0.05635 
S4 62.5 0.11185 
S3 125 0.2446 
S2 250.00 0.45 
S1 500.00 0.95 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Standard Curve used to calculate the human IL - 10 concentrations. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This was a 2 year study which ran from 2009 to 2011.  In year 1, 40 participants 

signed the consent form, 24 participants met study eligibility criteria, 2 participants did 

not participate in the post study, and 1 participant could attend the MBEP sessions only 

for 2 weeks, and 2 participants missed more than 2 MBEP sessions. 19 participants 

completed pre-post cytokine testing with serum samples adequate for the required assays, 

completed all of the study questionnaires. Thus only 19 participants who completed all 

phases of the study (Questionnaires, pre-post data collection, MBEP sessions and 

homework sessions) were taken into consideration for the study. If a participant missed 

more than 25% of the MBEP sessions their data was not used.  

The main purpose of the study was to measure and investigate the differences 

between MBEP intervention group and control group and observe subjective 

psychological perceived stress. The results are discussed in following order:  

i.) Descriptive comparison of the pre and post test scores. 

ii.) Analysis of MBEP intervention program over pro-inflammatory and anti-

inflammatory cytokines. 

iii.) Analysis of Spielberger’s Trait, State Scales, Perceived Stress scale and 

Vulnerability Stress scale. 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

A Total of 21 participants met the completion or inclusion criteria. However, test 

data for 2 participants was not used as one of the control group subjects did not 
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participate in the post data analysis and one of the intervention group participants 

dropped out in 2 weeks of the MBEP. 

Thus a total of 19 participants successfully completed the MBEP sessions for this 

study (experimental, N=9 and control, N=10). Independent T tests were run on the data to 

determine if any significant differences were seen between experimental and control 

groups, their results of t tests are shown below which prove that there was significant 

difference in the means of the experimental and the control groups. As the p = 0.205 was 

greater than 0.05, we can assume that the means of the experimental group and the 

control group and same. 

 

Table 4.1 

Independent T-Test for two groups (Experimental and Control Group) 

  

t-test for Equality of Means 95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Difference 
t Df Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 
Differenc

e 

Std. Error 
Differenc

e Lower Upper 

Average 
Cortisol 
Resting 
Baselin

e 

Equal 
variance

s 
assumed 

-1.317 17 .205 -6.500 4.937 -16.916 3.916 

Equal 
variance

s not 
assumed 

-1.371 12.051 .195 -6.500 4.742 -16.826 3.826 

 

MBEP energy expenditure 

MBEP intervention constituted of yoga sessions, walking sessions and homework 

sessions. The intervention group attended 15 total sessions in MBEP, 15 sessions of Yoga 

were conducted and 49 total sessions of walking were included in the MBEP. The 

average number of sessions attended per subject was 13.1 ± 1.4 (10 – 15). One of the 

Yoga sessions was called off due to weather conditions. The energy expenditure and total 
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movements were measured with Acti-Cal bands placed around the wrists, hips and 

ankles. Mindfulness walking and Homework (Body scan, Breathing, Meditation and 

Yoga) were included as homework for MBEP. The subjects were given pedometers to 

measure the total number of steps and calories expended on daily basis. Tables below 

summarize the Weekly Averages of Calories expended and movements measured by 

Acti-Cal during the yoga Sessions for MBEP group. Table 4.2 provides the total calorie 

expenditure performed in Yoga sessions per week in the 8 week MBEP intervention. 

Table 4.2 

Total Calories Expenditure (Yoga) in MBEP sessions 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Week 3 Yoga Total Calories 9 10 188 85.33 59.580 

Week 4 Yoga Total Calories 9 35 292 175.78 76.852 

Week 5 Yoga Total Calories 9 80 761 252.22 203.809 

Week 6 Yoga Total Calories 9 0 419 207.22 132.774 

Week 7 Yoga Total Calories 9 106 339 203.67 92.134 

Week 8 Yoga Total Calories 9 0 793 200.78 234.925 

 

Table 4.3 provides the total movements expenditure performed in Yoga sessions 

per week in the 8 week MBEP intervention. 

Table 4.3 

Total Movement (Yoga) in MBEP sessions 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Yoga Movement Week 3 9 1591 132834 44390.33 38844.599 

Yoga Movement Week 4 9 6884 123355 67474.22 38603.733 

Yoga Movement Week 5 9 18873 481459 124964.56 136853.146 

Yoga Movement Week 6 9 0 366349 119864.78 110440.095 

Yoga Movement Week 7 9 31779 191028 94662.56 48490.223 

Yoga Movement Week 8 9 0 619327 107447.89 194092.882 
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Table 4.4 provides the total calories spent while walking in sessions each week in 

the 8 week MBEP intervention period. 

Table 4.4 

Total Calories Expenditure (Walking) in MBEP sessions 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Week 2 Walking Calories 9 70 4434 753.44 1396.036 

Week 3 Walking Calories 9 0 859 295.67 278.906 

Week 4 Walking Calories 9 408 81906 21579.22 24800.839 

Week 5 Walking Calories 9 68 7179 1192.56 2285.681 

Week 6 Walking Calories 9 0 2361 457.67 729.827 

Week 7 Walking Calories 9 0 949 263.22 327.737 

Week 8 Walking Calories 9 0 2104 409.22 650.345 

 

Table 4.5 provides the total movements expenditure performed while walking in 

sessions each week in the 8 week MBEP intervention period. 

Table 4.5 

Total Movement (Walking) in MBEP sessions 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Walking Steps Week 2 9 2035 19330 9258.00 6488.760 

Total Walking Steps Week 3 9 65 18347 9891.11 7010.252 

Total Walking Steps Week 4 9 103 71700 9798.67 23626.478 

Total Walking Steps Week 5 9 112 38797 13805.56 12485.055 

Total Walking Steps Week 6 9 0 15526 8152.89 5202.150 

Total Walking Steps Week 7 9 0 30481 9983.11 11034.441 

Total Walking Steps Week 8 9 0 18040 6800.44 6033.965 
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Table 4.6 provides the total work done in homework sessions each week in the 8 

week MBEP intervention period. 

Table 4.6 

Total Calories Expenditure (Home Work) in MBEP sessions 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Total Home Work Week 1 9 85 300 217.44 80.537 

Total Home Work Week 2 9 0 435 245.00 126.835 

Total Home Work Week 3 9 0 660 241.22 221.878 

Total Home Work Week 4 9 0 565 135.33 199.968 

Total Home Work Week 5 9 0 645 254.22 190.650 

Total Home Work Week 6 9 0 740 252.22 226.717 

Total Home Work Week 7 9 0 425 230.00 136.221 

 

The data that is analyzed for this thesis was limited to only those study 

participants who did have pre-post cytokine samples and attended the MBEP sessions for 

at least 75% of the time. Out of the 21 participants, 2 samples could not be used because 

of participants failed to complete the homework sessions and post MBEP sessions. 

For reasons not understood completely the cytokine level of protein detected in 

the blood samples was very low, the kits could not detect any meaningful levels of 

cytokine protein in the blood samples. Thus the results obtained through such testing 

could be misleading, so the results for the analysis of cytokines is not added  

 

Analysis of Scales 

The participant’s stress levels were measured with the help of Spielberger’s Trait 

and State Anxiety inventory. Stress vulnerability was assessed and quantified using the 

Stress Vulnerability Questionnaire and the Perceived Stress Scale. A repeated measures 

(2 x 2) ANOVA was used to analyze all the stress scale data. 
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Table 4.7 

Descriptive statistics for subjective measures of stress for Experimental and Control group 
during the pre – post test. 
 

  
Experimental 

  
Control 

Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Physical Activity 
Rating 1.333 1.118 2.778 2.333   1.300 1.059 3.111 2.934 

Spielberg Trait 
Anxiety 57.000 7.690 40.556 8.323   56.800 9.543 51.900 10.929 

Spielberg State 
Anxiety 39.333 7.566 31.778 8.913   49.100 10.514 48.200 13.431 

Perceived Stress 
Scale 34.111 6.392 24.222 4.549   33.800 5.181 32.500 7.531 

Stress Vulnerability 
Scale 59.111 12.879 51.778 12.337   63.400 13.218 59.500 16.140 

 

A Pearson’s correlation was run on the Stress Scales to analyze if there was any 

correlation between the scales and weak correlation was seen for most of the scales while 

a significant correlation was seen between Spielberger’s State Anxiety scale and Stress 

Vulnerability Scale. 

 

Table 4.8 

Pearson’s Correlation between subjective measures of stress for Experimental and Control group 
during the pre – post test of MBEP. 
 

Correlations Spielberger's Trait 
Anxiety 

Spielberger's 
State Anxiety 

Perceived Stress 
Scale 

Stress 
Vulnerability 

Scale 

Spielberger's Trait 
Anxiety 1 .499 .404 .541 

Spielberger's State 
Anxiety .499 1 .235 .739* 

Perceived Stress 
Scale .404 .235 1 .504 

Stress Vulnerability 
Scale .541 .739* .504 1 
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As there was weak correlation seen between all the scales and some significant 

correlation seen between Spielberger’s State Anxiety scale and Stress Vulnerability 

Scale, 2 x 2 repeated measures MANOVA was run to see the effect of MBEP on the 

stress scales. 

 

Table 4.9 

Repeated Measures Multivariate Analysis of Variance for subjective measures of stress. 

 
Effect F df Error df p power 

Within Subjects Time 10.477 4 13 .001 .763 
Time * Group 4.387 4 13 .018 .574 

Between Subjects Group 2.348 4 13 .109 .419 
 

The ANOVA values were as Time F(1,15)  = 10.477, p = 0.001, power = 0.763, 

for interaction within  groups F(1,15) = 4.387, p = 0.018 and power = 0.574, the 

interaction between the groups didn’t show any significant difference F(1,15) = 2.348, p 

= 0.109, power = 0.419. Significant effect was seen for time and interaction within the 

groups for subjective measures of stress after the intervention of MBEP.  
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Spielberger’s Trait Anxiety 

 The experimental group as well as the control group was able to lower down 

stress scores, 57.00 ± 7.690 pre-test to 40.556 ± 8.323 for post-test of Experimental 

group. The control group was also able to lower down their scores from 56.80 ± 9.543 for 

pre-test to 51.90 ± 10.929. Significant differences were seen for the time variable and 

interaction between groups. The ANOVA values were as Time F(1,15)  = 20.22, p = 

0.00, power = 0.574, for interaction within  groups F(1,15) = 5.155, p = 0.038 and power 

= 0.256, the interaction between the groups didn’t show any significant difference 

F(1,15) = 2.122, p = 0.166, power = 0.124. Figure below displays the decreased levels of 

stress scores for the pre-post test of Spielberger’s Trait Anxiety. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Estimated means of Spielberger’s Trait Anxiety Scale for Experimental and 

Control groups from pre to post-test 
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Spielberger’s State Anxiety 

 The experimental group as well as the control group was able to lower down 

stress scores, 39.33 ± 7.566 pre-test to 31.778 ± 8.323 for post-test of Experimental 

group. The control group was also able to lower down their scores from 49.10 ± 10.514 

for pre-test to 48.20 ± 13.43. Significant differences were seen for the time variable and 

interaction between groups. The ANOVA values were as Time F(1,15)  = 5.456, p = 

0.034, power = 0.267, for interaction within groups F(1,15) = 1.808, p = 0.199  and 

power = 0.108 ,the interaction between the groups showed significant differences with 

F(1,15) = 7.285, p = 0.016, power = 0.327.  Figure below displays the decreased levels of 

stress scores for the pre-post test of Spielberger’s State Anxiety. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Estimated means of Spielberger’s State Anxiety Scale for Experimental and 

Control groups from pre to post-test 
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Perceived Stress 

 The experimental group as well as the control group was able to lower down 

stress scores, 34.11 ± 6.392 for pre-test to 24.222 ± 4.549 for post-test of Experimental 

group. The control group was also able to lower down their scores from 33.80 ± 5.181 for 

pre-test to 32.50 ± 7.531. Significant differences were seen for the time variable and 

interaction within groups. The ANOVA values were as Time F(1,15)  = 14.017, p = 

0.002, power = 0.483, for interaction within  groups F(1,15) = 6.963, p = 0.019 and 

power = 0.317 the interaction between the groups didn’t show any significant difference 

F(1,15) = 3.136, p = 0.097, power = 0.173. Figure below displays the decreased levels of 

stress scores for the pre-post test for Perceived Stress Scale. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Estimated means of Perceived Stress Scale for Experimental and Control 

groups from pre to post-test 
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Stress Vulnerability 

 The experimental group as well as the control group was able to lower down 

stress scores, 59.11 ± 12.879 for pre-test to 51.778 ± 12.337 for post-test of Experimental 

group. The control group was also able to lower down their scores from 63.40 ± 13.218 

for pre-test to 59.50 ± 16.140. Significant differences were seen for the time variable. The 

ANOVA values were as Time F(1,15)  = 5.318, p = 0.036, power = 0.262, for interaction 

within  groups F(1,15) = 0.118, p = 0.736 and power = 0.008, the interaction between the 

groups didn’t show any significant difference F(1,15) = 6.910, p = 0.355, power = 0.057. 

Figure below displays the decreased levels of stress scores for the pre-post test for Stress 

Vulnerability Scale. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Estimated means of Vulnerability Stress Scale for Experimental and Control 

groups from pre to post-test 
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Analysis of Cortisol 

Subjects were analyzed through Trier Social Stress Protocol for assessing subject 

to quantify the physiological stress response during the post - test for experimental and 

control group. The post - test stressor was composed of 5 stages baseline cortisol, 

psychological stressor, recovery 1, recovery 2, and recovery 3. Each phase was a total of 

twenty minutes in duration. Blood Samples were obtained at the start of the phase and 

after 10 minutes interval. 3 samples were collected for the baseline, thus a total of 11 

samples were collected in total. The samples were standardized to baseline based off 

percentage changes due to the wide variance of averages of cortisol, which may have 

masked any effects between groups.  

A repeated measures 2 x 5 ANOVA was run to analyze the effects of the stressor 

over the experimental and control group over the stressor phases. 

Table 4.10 

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for cortisol response 

Effect F df Error df p power 

Group .604 5.000 8.000 .700 .726 

Time 2.436 5.000 8.000 .126 .396 

Time * Group 1.394 5.000 8.000 .322 .534 

 

No significant differences were seen for the stressors effect on the cortisol values, 

the effect for time was F(5,8) = 2.436, p = 0.126 and power = 0.396, the interaction 

within groups F(5,8) = 1.394, p = 0.322 and power = 0.534 and the interaction between 

groups was F(5,8) = 0.604, p = 0.700 and power = 0.726. Results suggest that there was 

no significant effect of the stressor on the cortisol values, which may also suggest that the 

stressor used on the intervention group was not very effective to make a significant 
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difference between the groups. Figure below shows the effect of stressor on cortisol 

values with change in time. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Estimated means of Cortisol value for Experimental and Control for 

stressor. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Dent,(2002) commented, “Nothing in immunology is ever as simple as it first 

seems”. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of Mindfulness-Based 

Exercise Program (MBEP) on pro-inflammatory cytokines (Interferon –γ and Tumor 

Necrosis Factor - α) and anti-inflammatory cytokines (Interleukin – 4 and Interleukin - 

10) using 19 female college students as participants. Stress hormone well known to alter 

immune function (Kiecolt – Glaser et al., 2002). Dinarello (2000) said that the cytokines 

are regulators of host responses to infection, immune responses, inflammation and 

trauma. Pro-inflammatory cytokines act to make disease worse, while the anti-

inflammatory cytokines help reduce inflammation and promote healing. 

In this study we analyzed the effects of acute stress on the participants and their 

cytokine levels for the on pro-inflammatory cytokines (Interferon –γ and Tumor Necrosis 

Factor - α) and anti-inflammatory cytokines (Interleukin – 4 and Interleukin - 10).  The 

stress vulnerability of the participants was examined through both subjective measures 

and objective measures in response to psychological stressor (Trier Social Stress 

Protocol). Objective measures of stress vulnerability that were used in this study were 

cytokines. Subjective measures of stress vulnerability included: the Stress Vulnerability 

Scale, the Perceived Stress Scale, and the Spielberg’s Trait and State Anxiety Inventory. 

The MBEP (experimental) group practiced MBEP sessions twice a week for 8 weeks 

with each session of total 2 hours. 

 Mindfulness meditation as described by Kabat-Zinn at the Stress Reduction Clinic 

at the University of Massachusetts Medical Center, involves including stimuli in the field 

of consciousness. According to Kabat-Zinn (1990), we constantly use multiple stimuli for 
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our daily purpose needs. When we are mindful breathing of our breathing, it helps us to 

calm the body and mind. We are able to see things clearly and with a larger perspective. 

Participants received training in several basic practices of mindfulness meditation: the 

body scan, hatha yoga, sitting meditation, and walking meditation. 

Various stress management strategies such as meditation, yoga, hypnosis, and 

muscle relaxation have been shown to reduce the psychological and physiological effects 

of stress in cancers (Sarika  and  Bhattacharjee, 2008). In one of the study by Rao, 

Nagendra, Nagarathna, Vinay, Chandrashekara, Gopinath and Srinath (2008), the aim of 

their study was to evaluate the effects of yoga intervention on postoperative outcomes 

and wound healing in early operable breast cancer patients undergoing surgery, a 

significant decrease in plasma TNF alpha levels following surgery in the yoga group.  

A study by Creswell, Irwin, Burklund, Lieberman, Arevalo, Ma, Breen and Cole, 

(2012) states that MBSR may hay have a significant effect in reduction of loneliness and 

related pro - inflammatory gene expression in older adults. A recent study by Giraldo, 

Garcia, Hinchado and Ortega, 2009 has suggested that light and moderate exercises 

increase the production of anti-inflammatory cytokines while high intensity exercises 

increase the of pro-inflammatory T cell production. 

Blood samples for the quantification of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Interferon –γ 

and Tumor Necrosis Factor - α) and anti-inflammatory cytokines (Interleukin – 4 and 

Interleukin - 10) and subjective stress measures were obtained before and after the MBEP 

sessions. The Cytokine (human), EIA kits were used for the quantitative determination of 

human IFN – γ, TNF – α, IL - 4 and IL - 10 in blood samples. It was observed that the 

concentration levels human cytokines obtained from the blood samples for IFN – γ, TNF 
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– α, IL - 4 and IL - 10  were lower than the values seen in other studies. The normal 

values of the cytokines seen in other studies were as follows.  

• IFN- gamma: Levels in normal controls: 1.58 ± 0.2 pg/mL (Scala, Pallotta, Frezjolini, 

Abeni and Barbieri, 2004). 

• TNF-alpha: and 0.46 ± 0.18 pg/mL in healthy volunteers. (Morikawa, Nonaka, 

Narahara, Torii and Kawaguchi , 2003). 

• IL-4: 3.34 ± 0.84 pg/mL in symptom-free healthy controls. 

• IL-10: mean serum concentration: 2.1 pg/mL of serum concentration was found in 

healthy volunteers Urbańska-Ryś, Wiersbowska & Stepień, (2000).  

A few cross reactivities may have been observed with the kits, when they were 

used to determine the cytokine concentrations from the human blood. The human TNF-α 

EIA Kit is specific for bioactive human TNF-α. It is unaffected by the presence of the 

following recombinant molecules: human TNF-β, human TNF-RI and human TNF-RII. 

The IFN-γ (human) EIA Kit is specific for natural and recombinant human IFN-γ. It is 

unaffected by the presence of human IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-3, IL-6, IL-7, IL-8, TNF-α, 

or GM-CSF. The IL-10 (human) EIA kit is specific for bioactive human IL-10. It is 

unaffected by the presence of recombinant mouse IL-10 and the following recombinant 

human proteins: IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-3, IL-4, IL-6, IL-7, IL-8, IL-11, and TNF-α, TNF-

β, GM-CSF and SCF. The human IL-4 EIA Kit is specific for native and recombinant 

human IL-4. It is unaffected by the presence of the following recombinant molecules: 

human IL-2, IL-6, IL-10, IFN-γ, GM-CSF, TNF-α and TNF-β.  

A study by McComb, Tacon, Randolph & Caldera in 2004 found significant 

differences between the experimental and control group for ventilation rate and breathing 
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frequency. Changes in cortisol levels and physical function improved for the 

experimental group despite no significant change. Therefore, some physical and 

physiological improvements may develop from this MBSR intervention. 

A study by Lengacher, Kip, Barta, Post-White, Jacobsen, Groer, Lehman, 

Moscoso, Kadel, Le, Loftus, Stevens, Malafa & Shelton in 2009 found that the 6-week 

MBSR program, patients showed improvements in stress and anxiety (p < .05); 

caregivers' psychological and QOL also improved but were not statistically significant. 

Both patients and caregivers had decreases in cortisol at Weeks 1 and 3 (p < .05) but not 

at Week 6. Similar to cortisol levels at Week 6, salivary interleukin-6 levels were lower 

overall (before/after an MBSR-Cancer session), compared with Week 1 for patients and 

caregivers. They concluded that MBSR may be a beneficial intervention for reducing 

stress, anxiety, cortisol levels, and symptoms in advanced-stage cancer patients and may 

also benefit caregivers.  

 

Subjective Stress Measures 

The research question was: Is there any significant effect of Mindfulness based 

exercise program on the objective measures of stress vulnerability. The stress 

vulnerability of the participants was examined with the use of questionnaires.  

A bunch of researches have revealed benefits on stress reduction programs on the 

perceived stress. (Carlson et al., 2007; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2010; Grossman et al., 2004; 

Joo et al., 2010; McComb et al., 2004; Tacon et al., 2003). The Experimental group 

showed significant improvements in all subjective stress measures. All the measured 

scales showed significant difference in the stress levels of the participants. Significant 
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difference between groups was observed with the Spielberger’s State Anxiety Inventory 

(SSAI), perceived stress scale, stress vulnerability scale.  

Due to physiological effects from MBEP program, the subjective psychological 

scales were also improved. There was significant difference in Spielberg trait scale, 

Spielberg state anxiety inventory scale, perceived stress scale due to MBEP program. In 

one study it was mentioned that those who exercised thrice a week showed less anger, 

depression and stress as compared to sedentary individuals (Hassmen, Koivula and Utela, 

2000). 

It was interesting to see that even the control group was able to reduce the stress 

scores but with a very small decrease in scores. This decrease in the lowering of the stress 

scores would not have occurred with the control group, if they followed orders by 

abstaining from moderate amounts of physical activity. Studies have shown that those 

who reported physical activity also reported less subjective stress and lower levels of 

depressions. Study by Vollestad, Sivertsen & Nielsen (2011), has said that methods like 

Mindfulness based stress reduction help in reduction of the depression and anxiety and 

help a little on worry and trait anxiety. 

The average test score of the experimental group for Spielberger’s trait anxiety 

scale at pre-test was 57(±7.69) and the post-test score was 40.6(±8.3). The average test 

score of the experimental group for Spielberger’s state anxiety scale at pre-test was 

57(±7.69) and the post-test score was 40.6(±8.3). The average test score of the 

experimental group for perceived stress scale at pre-test was 34.1(±6.39) and the post-test 

score was 24.2(±4.5). The average test score of the experimental group for stress 

vulnerability scale at pre-test was 59.1(±12.88) and the post-test score was 51.8(±12.33). 
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Overall it was seen that all the experimental participants were able to reduce their stress 

levels after 8 week intervention of Mindfulness based exercise program. 

 

Limitations 

There were some limitations in the study that should be taken into consideration. 

For instance, all the blood samples used in the study were from year1. The bioactivity 

was low in the blood sample and the bioactive agent was on lower side. The sample size 

of the experiment was very small thereby decreasing the power effect and also increasing 

the type-II error effect chances. The kits used in assays to determine the cytokine level in 

the human blood may be were not sensitive enough to detect proper levels of cytokines  

Also, there were some errors while using the Beckman DTX880 plate reader which was 

used to determine the pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine concentrations. The cytokine 

level of protein detected in the blood samples was very low as the kits could not detect 

any meaningful levels of cytokine protein in the blood samples. The level of cytokine 

protein found in the blood samples used for the study was very low as compared to the 

normal cytokine protein levels. Thus it could be considered that the cytokine protein 

found in the blood samples was just noise. Even though there was rise in the anti-

inflammatory cytokine response (Th2), any conclusions would be irrational as the 

cytokine protein level was on a very low level. Any analysis based on such low values of 

cytokine protein could be invalid due to low levels of detection of protein in blood 

samples. 

 A few changes should be made in stressor protocol for the experiment. For ex, the 

investigators involved in the post-test should have minimum social contact during the 
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Trier Stress Protocol (TSSP). Also, the stress team involved with the TSSP should have 

been composed of individuals not knowing the principal investigators to allow for a more 

professional atmosphere. When dealing with the subjects during the post-test, a strict and 

commanding authority should have been exercised for all researchers involved. The 

significant differences especially in subjective stress measures were may be due to non-

adherence to our protocol. The CTRL exercised more than the MBEP according to the 

PAR. Moreover, adherence to the “homework” component of the Mindfulness-Based 

Exercise Program was fairly weak. 

Subjects from the MBEP participated in mindfulness walking, which includes 

walking exercise in concomitant with meditation techniques. During the walking 

homework, the average subject expended 724.8 ± 406.0 (395.0 – 1543.0) calories and 

recorded 18191.7 ± 3561.4 (12145.6 – 23597.3) steps per week. According to the 

American College of Sports Medicine (2010), the average adult must expend more than 

1000 calories per week to be considered active. Therefore, the notion that this MBEP 

included stress reduction programs with an exercise component is false. It seems that an 

increase in exercise volume should be included in future investigations. 

The limitations involved may have impacted the study profoundly, however, steps 

should be made to augment the sample size, appropriately implement the TSSP to elicit a 

robust stress response, and ensure full adherence to the experimental protocol for all 

subjects. An issue related to the non-specificity of the intervention is that even if the 

beneficial effects were due to MBEP and not from the laboratory induced, the relative 

importance of the different components of the program cannot be recognized for sure. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

 

For reasons not understood completely the cytokine level of protein detected in 

the blood samples was very low, the kits could not detect any meaningful levels of 

cytokine protein in the blood samples. The level of cytokine protein found in the blood 

samples used for the study was very low as compared to the normal cytokine protein 

levels. Thus it could be considered that the cytokine protein found in the blood samples 

was just noise. 

If multiple hormones are being studied in a study, the blood samples or the serum 

samples used for detection of the hormones should be separate, as different hormones 

have different detection methods, using same blood sample or serum may affect other 

hormone results. The storage facility also should be separated based on the type of 

hormone being detected as hormones may react differently to different temperatures 

while being stored or preserved. 

There was no significant difference found between Experimental and Control 

group during Mindfulness-based exercise program for cytokines. Even though the post 

MBEP means were higher than the pre-test values for the anti-inflammatory cytokine 

(Th2), no significant differences were observed in the results. As for the subjective 

measures of stress, the MBEP improved in all of the questionnaires but since the CTRL 

also reaped some positive psychological benefits.  

No significant differences were seen between potential attenuated physiological 

responses from a psychological stressor of a Mindfulness-based exercise program. 
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 From the observed results of the stressor scale, it can be said that the 

Mindfulness-based exercise program has clear significant effect on the Spielberger’s trait 

and state anxiety scales, perceived stress scale and stress vulnerability scale. Despite of 

the associations between the cytokines and stress levels, there was no consistent 

relationship between home meditation or yoga practice and changes in cytokines. This in 

combination with the lack of associations between stress scores and meditation practice 

may suggest a more general pattern of recovery from stress. 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSENT FORM 

 

CONSENT TO TAKE PART IN A RESEARCH STUDY 

Signed copy to be provided to participant or authorized representative 

 This is a research study for participants who voluntarily choose to take part.  

Please take your time to make a decision, and discuss the study with your personal 

doctor, family and friends if you wish. 

 

STUDY TITLE: Improved Quality of Life Through Evidence Based Complimentary 

Medicine   

 

INVESTIGATOR(s): Dr. Jacalyn McComb, Professor in the Department of Health 

Exercise and Sports Sciences (HESS) at Texas Tech University (TTU) and Dr. Reid 

Norman, Professor in the Department of Neuroscience and Pharmacology at Texas Tech 

University Health Sciences Center (TTUHSC) are the investigators in this study.  

 

INSTITUTION:   

 

1. Why is this study being done?  

 The investigators in this project will examine the effects of a Mindfulness Based 

Exercise Program (MBEP) on the stress levels in females ages 18-45. ‘Mindfulness’ is a 

word that denotes awareness and acceptance.  A MBEP is a program that uses walking, 
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yoga, and meditation as tools to help you become aware of your thoughts, feelings, and 

tensions in your body and ultimately how to cope with these stressors in healthy ways. 

The purpose of this study it to determine the health benefits associated with a MBEP and 

how this program can help you cope with the stressors in your day to day living.  

 

2. How many people will take part in this study?  

 Forty participants (20 experimental, 20 control) will be recruited from classes on 

the Texas Tech University (TTU) Campus and Texas Tech University Health Science 

Center (TTUHSC) classes.  

 

3. Why am I being asked to take part in this research study?  

 You are being asked to participate in this research experiment because you may 

be a good candidate for this study. Specifically, we are looking for females who are 

experiencing some stress in their lives and are more prone to stress than some people may 

be. We would like to teach you how to cope with these stressors in your lives. 

 

4. What will happen during this study?  What will be done that is different 

from my usual care?  

 After you sign the consent form and we determine that you are eligible to take 

part in the study, you will be assigned to the exercise group or a group that only does the 

pre- and post-testing (the control group). If you are in the control group, you will not 

participate in the MBEP program during the study but will have the opportunity to 
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participate after the study is over.  This is what you will need to do as a participant in the 

research project: 

 Consent form – You will meet with researchers and talk about the project, what 

you need to do, how it will happen, and agree to sign this form. A copy of this form will 

be given to you and another copy will be kept by the researchers. 

 Participant eligibility- All testing will be done on the TTU campus in the research 

laboratories in the Exercise Science (ESC) building. You will be asked questions that will 

help us decide if you can participate in this study. You will also fill out forms, be 

weighed and your finger will be pricked for a blood sample to let us know if you are 

healthy to participate in our study. This will take about 20 min. 

 Pre-test random assignment –A small sampling line will be inserted into the 

easiest reached vein in either your forearm or wrist of your non-writing hand to collect 

your blood sample. Sensors that will measure your heart rate will be placed on the skin of 

your chest and stomach and you will have to wear these wires for about 30 min. The 

consent form, participant eligibility, and the pre-test random assignment will all be done 

in the first visit and the whole process will take about 60 min or 1 hour. 

 Mindfulness Based Exercise Program – You will go to a 1 hour and 30 minute 

class, 2 times a week for 8 weeks in a quiet room inside Texas Tech University Student 

Recreation Center. The first 30 min of the class will be used to discuss concepts related to 

relaxation and to see how you are doing with your techniques to manage stress at home.  

During the last 60 min of the class, you will receive training in several basic, core 

mindfulness techniques: the body scan, diaphragmatic breathing, mindfulness walking, 

hatha yoga, and sitting meditation. These exercises are easy and there is very little risk 
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that you can hurt yourself. If you are chosen to be in the control group, you will not do 

any of these exercises during the study but you have the choice to participate in the 

program after you have finished participating in the study. The number of hours you will 

spend in the MBEP with your instructor is 24 hours. 

 Post-test – You will be asked to come back to the research laboratories in the ESC 

again after 8 to 10 weeks. You will fill out some of the same questionnaires as before. 

You will also have to give another blood sample (3 more tablespoons and that’s it). You 

have to sit quietly and wear wires placed on your chest, stomach and fingers again for 

about 110 min. You will do “brain teasers” like you did in the pre-test in front of 3 

reviewers who are trained to observe non-verbal behavior while you are videotaped and 

voice recorded. This whole process will take about 130 min or +2 hours. 

 Debriefing – We will talk to you about the tasks that you were asked to do in this 

study after the post-test. 

 

5. How long will I be in this study?  How much of my time will this take?  

 This will take some of your time over a 16-week period. There are two different 

groups we will be working with. You may be asked to participate for 3 hours if you’re in 

the control group or you may be asked to participate for 27 hours as part of the 

mindfulness based exercise group. You may choose to stop participating in the research 

at any time. You also have the choice to participate in a mindfulness based exercise 

program if you were in the control group after you’ve completed your participation in this 

research study.  
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In summary the breakdown of hours is as follows: 

 

Control Group  

Visit #  1: at the beginning of a 16 week period for about 60 min or 1 hour 

Visit #  2: towards the end of a 16 week period for about 130 min or +2 hours 

 (If you wish to participate in the intervention you may do so after all data is 

collected.) 

 

MBEP Group:  

Visit # 1: at the beginning of a 16 week period for about 60 min or 1 hour 

 Intervention: 2 x a week for 8 weeks for 90 min a session or 24 hours 

Visit # 2:  towards the end of a 16 week period for about 130 min or +2 hours 

 

6. What are the risks and/or discomforts to me if I join this study?  

 There is very little risk to you to participate in this study. You may feel a slight 

sting or bruising with a needle stick when the blood is taken. The sampling line for the 

blood draws may be uncomfortable since this will remain in your vein for about 110 min. 

There is a minimal risk for infection for drawing blood or insertion of the sampling line. 

If you feel dizzy or sick, please tell the researchers immediately. The researchers know 

how to handle emergencies and are trained in first aid. 

 

7. Will there be any added risks to me from this study if I am a female?  

 No 
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8. Are there any benefits to me if I take part in this study?  

 If you are participating in this study as part of the control group, you will learn 

about how you react to psychological stress via questionnaires and how your body reacts 

to stress by examining your hormones and your heart rate response to psychological 

stress. You will also find out your predicted aerobic fitness level.  

 If you are participating in this study as part of the experimental group, you will 

learn about how you react to psychological stress via questionnaires and how your body 

reacts to stress by examining your hormones and your heart rate response to 

psychological stress. You will also experience the benefits of learning and practicing 

mindfulness based exercise and relaxation techniques for 8 weeks. Benefits may include 

improved cardio respiratory / aerobic function, muscle strength and flexibility, and 

improved mental health, emotional well-being and reduced stress. If you are in the 

control group you can also participate in the 8 week program after the study is completed. 

 

9. What other choices do I have if I don’t take part in the research study?  

 This study does not involve treatment. You do not have to take part in this study.   

 

10. What about confidentiality and the privacy of my records?  

 We will keep your involvement in this research study confidential to the extent 

permitted by law.  In addition to the personnel carrying out this study, others may learn 

that you are in the study. This might include federal regulatory agencies, Texas Tech 

University Health Sciences Center (TTUHSC) representatives, and the TTUHSC 

Institutional Review Board (a committee that reviews and approves research).  These 
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people may review and copy records involving this research. The sponsor of the study, 

University Medical Center Women’s Health Foundation, can also review the study 

records, but the sponsor is not allowed to remove or copy information that identifies you 

by name.  

 We will make every effort to ensure that only the investigators in this study will 

see your personal information. You will be given a participant’s number and you will 

only be known by this number during the study. The reviewers present during the post-

test will identify you through your participant number. All files that have your personal 

information on it as well as video tapes and recordings will be kept in a locked cabinet in 

the researchers’ office and these will be destroyed after the study including the video and 

voice tapes. 

Study results that are used in publications or presentations will not use your name.   

 

11. Who is funding this study?   

 University Medical Center Women’s Health Foundation is funding this research 

study.  This foundation is committed to improving health outcomes for women. This 

means that TTUHSC (or affiliate) is being paid by University Medical Center Women’s 

Health Foundation to support the activities that are required to carry out the study.  No 

one on the research staff will receive anything of value from University Medical 

Center Women’s Health Foundation for carrying out this study.   

  

12. Will it cost me anything to take part in this research study?  

 It will cost you your time and effort. 
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13. Will I receive anything for taking part in this research study?  

 You will be compensated for your willingness to take part in a research study that 

advances women’s health outcomes. If you do not pass the screening criteria for study 

eligibility, you will not be paid. If you only complete the pre-test random assignment 

protocol, you will be paid $30.00. If you complete the post-test stress vulnerability 

protocol, you will be paid $50.00. The total amount of money that you can receive is 

$80.00 for the completion of the study. 

 In summary the payment for specific tasks of the study is as follows: (a) pre-test 

protocol ($30.00); and the (b) post-test protocol ($50.00.  There is not an obligation to 

complete all phases of the study to be paid. Payment will occur after completion of each 

testing period. 

 

14. Does anyone on the research staff have a personal financial interest in this 

study? 

No  

 

15. What if I am hurt by participating in this study?   

 Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center and Texas Tech University and its 

affiliates do not offer to pay for or cover the cost of medical treatment for research related 

illness or injury.  No funds have been set aside to pay or reimburse you in the event of 

such injury or illness unless specifically stated.   
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16. What are my rights as a voluntary participant?   

 Taking part in this study is your choice.  You may choose not to be in it.  If you 

decide not to be in the study, it will not affect any medical care, benefits or rights to 

which you are entitled.   

 If you sign this form, it means that you choose to be in the study.  If new 

information becomes available during the study that may affect your willingness to 

take part in the study, you will be told.   

 

17. Can I stop being in the study?   

 You may leave the study at any time.  If you do, discuss it with the 

investigator, who will help you leave the study in the safest way. If you leave the 

study, your right to standard medical care will continue. While you are in the study, 

some information may be collected without being identified as belonging to you.  We 

cannot remove this information if you drop out of the study.   

 

18.  Can someone else end my participation in the study?   

 Under certain circumstances, the investigators, TTUHSC, or the study sponsor 

may decide to end your participation in this research study earlier than planned.  This 

might happen because you become sick and cannot complete the study protocol. 

 

19.  What if I have questions? 

 For questions about this study, contact the Investigator, Dr. Jacalyn McComb at 

806-742-1685, ext. 229 (by e-mail at jacalyn.mccomb@ttu.edu ). If you would like to 
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speak to someone who is not involved in the study about your rights as a participant, 

research-related injuries, or any other matter related to the study, you can call the 

TTUHSC Research Protection Hotline:  1-800- 396-0918. 

 

 Your signature indicates that this research study has been explained 

to you, that you’ve been given the opportunity to ask questions, and that you agree 

to take part in this study.  You will be given a signed copy of this form.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

Printed Name of Participant 

 

    

Signature of Participant Date               Time  

 

    

Signature of Parent/Guardian Date              Time 

Or Authorized Representative  
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___________ Participant was unable to read and understand the written consent. 

 

    

Signature of Witness to Oral Presentation Date              Time  

 

 I have discussed this research study with the participant and his or her 

authorized representative, using language that is understandable and appropriate.  I 

believe I have fully informed the participant of the possible risks and benefits, and I 

believe the participant understands this explanation.  I have given a copy of this form 

to the participant.   

    

Signature of authorized research personnel who Date                  Time 

Conducted the informed consent discussion  

   

 

NOT VALID WITHOUT TTUHSC IRB 

SEAL OF APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX B 

CHECKLIST OF ITEMS 

 

Checklist of items to refrain from during the testing day and 3 hours before laboratory 

protocol 

Name         Date    

 

During testing day           

Have you had any of these items today? 

� Caffeinated beverages 

� Hot or spicy foods 

 

Three hours before scheduled laboratory protocol       

Have you had any of these items today? 

� Food 

� Alcohol 

� Gum 

� Tobacco 

� Moderate to vigorous physical activity (i.e. fast walk, cycling, etc.) 

 

Health Check            

Do you have any coughs and/or colds today? _____________ Yes _____________ No 
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I have read, understood, and completed this questionnaire.  Any question that I had were 

answered accurately and to the best of my knowledge. 

 

Name      Date     

 

Signature     
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APPENDIX C 

PAR – Q & YOU 

 

(A Questionnaire for People Aged 15 to 69) 

 

Regular physical activity is fun and healthy, and increasingly more people are 

starting to become more active every day.  Being more active is very safe for most 

people. However, some people should check with their doctor before they start becoming 

much more physically active. 

 

If you are planning to become much more physically active than you are now, 

start by answering the seven questions in the box below.  If you are between the ages of 

15 and 69 the PAR-Q will tell you if you should check with your doctor before you start.  

If you are over 69 years of age, and you are not used to being very active, check with 

your doctor. 

Common sense is your best guide when you answer these questions.  Please read 

the questions carefully and answer each one honestly:  Check YES or NO. 

 

 

YES NO 

1. Has your doctor ever said that you have a heart condition and that you should 

only do physical activity recommended by a doctor? 
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2. Do you feel pain in your chest when you do physical activity? 

 

3. In the past month, have you had chest pain when you were not doing physical 

activity? 

 

4. Do you lose your balance because of dizziness or do you ever lose consciousness? 

 

5. Do you have a bone or joint problem that could be made worse by a change in 

your physical activity? 

 

6. Is your doctor currently prescribing drugs (for example, water pills) for your 

blood pressure or heart condition? 

 

7. Do you know of any other reason why you should not do physical activity? 
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Please note:  If your health changes so that you then answer YES to any of the above 
questions, tell your fitness or health professional.  Ask whether you should change 
your physical activity plan. 

Informed Use of the Par-Q:  The Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, Health Canada, and their 
agents assume no liability for persons who undertake physical activity, and if in doubt after 
completing this questionnaire, consult your doctor prior to physical activity. 

DELAY BECOMING MUCH MORE 
ACTIVE: 

• if you are not feeling well because of 
a temporary illness such as a cold or 
a fever—wait until you feel better; 
or 

• if you are or may be pregnant—talk 
to your doctor before you start 
becoming more active. 

If you answered NO honestly to all PAR-Q 
questions, you can be reasonably sure 
that you can: 

• start becoming much more 
physically active—begin slowly 
and build up gradually.  This is 
the safest and easiest way to go. 

• take part in a fitness appraisal—
this is an excellent way to 
determine your basic fitness so 
that you can plan the best way 
for you to live actively. 

No to all questions 

Yes to one or more questions 

 Talk with your doctor by phone or in person BEFORE you start becoming 
much more physically active or BEFORE you have a fitness appraisal.  Tell 
your doctor about the PAR-Q and which questions your answered YES. 

• You may be able to do any activity you want—as long as you start 
slowly and build up gradually.  Or, you may need to restrict your 
activities to those which are safe for you.  Talk with your doctor 
about the kinds of activities you wish to participate in and follow 
his/her advice. 

 

• Find out which community programs are safe and helpful to you. 

If you 
answered 
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Note:  If the PAR-Q is being given to a person before he or she participates in a 

physical activity program or a fitness appraisal, this section may be used for legal or 

administrative purposes. 

 

I have read, understood and completed this questionnaire.  Any questions I had 

were answered to my full satisfaction. 

 

 

NAME: ______________________________________________ 

 

SIGNATURE: ________________________________________    

      

DATE: _______________________________________________ 

 

WITNESS: ____________________________________________ 

 

 

Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology     

Société canadienne de physiologie de l’exercice  
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APPENDIX D 

HEALTH HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Thank you for choosing to participate in the Improved Quality of Life Through 

Evidence Based Complimentary Medicine Research Protocol. This study will investigate 

the effects of a mindfulness based exercise program on the stress vulnerability of female 

college students. Please take a few minutes to complete the questionnaire. Remember that 

there is no right or wrong answer and all information that you submit will be confidential, 

so please be completely honest.  

After you have finished answering this form, please submit this form to the 

investigator. After which your height, weight and hematocrit measurements will be taken.  

If you have any questions, feel free to approach the investigator or you may e-

mail Jacalyn McComb at jacalyn.mccomb@ttu.edu. 

 

Name   Year level/Major  

Preferred Contact Number:      Landline           Mobile   

Best Time to Call You                          E-mail_______________                              

Gender   Birth date    Age   

Race/Ethnicity (please circle)      Caucasian         African         American         Hispanic     

American      Indian        Asian            Other       

 

Most recent semester you were enrolled at Texas Tech University   
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APPENDIX E 

EXERCISE HISTORY 

 

1. How many times per week do you exercise?         

2. What types of exercise activities do you participate in (Example: jogging, walking, lifting 

weights, etc.)? Please list them.       

          

  

3. Have you ever practiced yoga or meditation? Yes _________ No __________ 

4. If your answer to question number 3 is yes, when was the last time you practiced yoga or 

meditation?         

5. Are you currently practicing yoga or meditation? Yes __________ No _________ 

6. If your answer to question number 3 is yes, how many days per week are you practicing 

yoga and meditation?          

7. Have you had any experience or are you currently practicing any form of mind-body 

exercise such as: 

� Pilates � Biofeedback 

� Tai Chi � Controlled breathing 

� Meditation � Other      
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APPENDIX F 

MEDICAL HISTORY 

8. When was the last time you had a physical examination? 

    

     

 

9. Are you taking any form of medication? Yes ______ No ______ If your answer is yes, 

please name them.  

           

     

 

10.    If you are allergic to any medications, foods, or other substances, please name them. 

    

     

 

11. If you have been told that you have any chronic or serious illnesses, please list them. 

   

    

 

12. Do you currently have any colds or infections? _______ Yes _______ No 

 

13. Give the following information pertaining to the last three times you have been 

hospitalized. (Women: Do not list normal pregnancies.)    
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    Hospitalization 1 

    Hospitalization 2  

Hospitalization 3 

Condition/Type of Illness ________________________________________________ 

 

Comments ________________________________________    

         ___________________ 

I have read, understood, and completed this questionnaire.  Any question that I had were 

answered accurately and to the best of my knowledge. 

Name      Date     

 

Signature    

 

*******Questionnaire ends here. Please submit this form to the investigator. Thank 

you.****** 

 

For the investigator only  

          

Height (cm)      Weight (lbs.)      

 

Hematocrit (%)           
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APPENDIX G 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY RATING SCALE 

 

Non-exercise V02 Prediction Equation  

 

If Filling out by email, please bold the points that correspond with your activity 

level and STOP THERE 

Name  Date  Section  

 University of Houston Non-Exercise Test for Predicting VO2max   

Determine Your Physical Activity Rating (PAR)  

Give yourself the appropriate PAR score (0-7) based on the following scale:  

I.  Does not participate regularly in programmed recreation, sport, or physical activity.  

   0 points:  Avoids walking or exercise (for example, always uses elevators, drives 

whenever possible instead of walking).  

   1 point:  Walks for pleasure, routinely uses stairs, and occasionally exercises 

sufficiently to cause heavy breathing or perspiration.  

II.  Participates regularly in recreation or work requiring modest physical activity (such 

as golf, horseback riding, and calisthenics, gymnastics, table tennis, bowling, 

weight lifting, or yard work).  

   2 points:  10-60 minutes per week  

   3 point:  Over 1 hour per week  

III.  Participates regularly in heavy physical exercise (such as running or jogging, 
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swimming, cycling, rowing, skipping rope, running in place) or engages in vigorous 

aerobic type activity (such as tennis, basketball, or handball).  

   4 points:  Runs less than 1 mile per week or spends less than 30 minutes per week in 

comparable physical activity.  

   5 point:  Runs 1-5 miles per week or spends 30-60 minutes per week in comparable 

physical activity.  

   6 points:  Runs 5-10 miles per week or spends 1-3 hours per week in comparable 

physical activity.  

   7 point:  Runs more than 10 miles per week or spends more than 3 hours per week 

in comparable physical activity.  

Estimate VO2max  

The following equations can be used to estimate VO2max based on your physical activity 

rating, age, and either your body mass index or percent body fat. Choose the appropriate 

formula and fill in the appropriate values for the following variables:  

PAR = Physical Activity Rating  

A = Age (in years)  

BMI = Body Mass Index  

% fat = Percent body fat (multiplied by 100; e.g., 25% × 100 = 0.25 × 100 = 25) 

G = Gender (0 for women, 1 for men)  

Body weight in lbs.:    

Body height in inches:    

Physical Activity Rating:    
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Age:    

Percent body fat:    

Gender:    Female    Male  

Formula Using Body Mass Index  

First, determine your BMI using the following four-step formula:  

1.  Convert your body weight to kilograms by dividing your weight in pounds by 2.2.  

Body weight lb. ÷ 2.2 lb/kg = body weight kg  

2.  Convert your height measurement to meters by multiplying your height in inches by 

0.0254.  

Height in. × 0.0254 m/in. = height m  

3.  Square your height measurement. 

Height m × height m = height m2  

4.  BMI equals body weight in kilograms divided by the square of your height in meters 

(kg/m2).  

Body weight (from step 1) kg ÷ height (from step 3) m2 = BMI 

kg/m2  

Next, calculate VO2max based on this value for BMI:  

VO2max =  56.363 + 1.921(PAR) - 0.381(A) - 0.754(BMI) + 10.987(G).  

VO2max =  56.363 + (1.921 × (PAR)) - (0.381 × (Age)) - (0.754 × 

(BMI))+ (10.987 × (gender)) = ml/kg/min 
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Formula Using Percent Body Fat   

VO2max =  50.513 + 1.589(PAR) - 0.289(A) - 0.522(% fat) + 5.863(G) 

VO2max =  50.513 + (1.589 × (PAR)) - (0.289 × (age)) - (0.522 

× (%fat)) +(5.863× (gender)) =  ml/kg/min  

 VO2max =  ml/kg/min  

 Classification:   (from Lab 3-1 in your text)  
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APPENDIX H 

SPIELBERGER’S TRAIT ANXIETY INVENTORY 

 

Participant:     ___  Date     

 

DIRECTIONS:  Questions 1-20 are a number of statements which people have used to 

describe themselves are given below.  Read each statement and then encircle the number 

to indicate how you generally feel.  There is no right or wrong answers and all of the 

information will be strictly confidential so please answer all the questions as honestly as 

possible.  Do not spend too much time on any one statement but give the answer which 

seems to describe how you generally feel. 

If Filling out by email, please bold the points that correspond with your answer. 

 
A

lm
os

t n
ev

er
 

So
m

et
im

es
 

O
fte

n 

A
lm

os
t A

lw
ay

s 
 

1. I feel pleasant ...............................................................1 2 3 4 

2. I feel nervous and restless ...........................................1 2 3 4 

3. I feel satisfied with myself ..........................................1 2 3 4 

4. I wish I could be as happy as others seem to be ..........1 2 3 4 

5. I feel like a failure .......................................................1 2 3 4 

6. I feel rested ..................................................................1 2 3 4 
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7. I am “calm, cool, and collected”  ................................1 2 3 4 

8. I feel that difficulties are piling up so that I cannot 

  overcome them ............................................................1 2 3 4 

9. I worry too much over something that really 

 doesn’t matter ..............................................................1 2 3 4 

10. I am happy ...................................................................1 2 3 4 

11. I have disturbing thoughts ...........................................1 2 3 4 

12. I lack self-confidence ..................................................1 2 3 4 

13. I feel secure .................................................................1 2 3 4 

14. I make decisions easily ................................................1 2 3 4 

15. I feel inadequate ..........................................................1 2 3 4 

16. I am content .................................................................1 2 3 4 

17. Some unimportant thoughts run through my mind 

  and bother me .............................................................1 2 3 4 

18. I take disappointments so keenly that I can’t put 

  them out of my mind. .................................................1 2 3 4 

19. I am a steady person ....................................................1 2 3 4 

20. I get in a state of tension or turmoil as I think over 

  my recent concerns and interests…………………...1           2 3          4  
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APPENDIX I 

SPIELBERGER’S STATE ANXIETY INVENTORY 

 

Name         Date   

  

DIRECTIONS:  A number of statements which people have used to describe themselves 

are given below.  Read each statement and then encircle the appropriate number to 

indicate how you feel right now, that is, at this moment.  There is no right or wrong 

answers.  Do not spend too much time on any one statement but give the answer which 

seems to describe your present feelings best. 

N
ot

 a
t a

ll 

So
m

ew
ha

t 

M
od

er
at

el
y 

so
 

V
er

y 
m

uc
h 

so
 

 

1.  I feel calm .......................................................................... 1 2 3 4 

2.  I feel secure ........................................................................ 1 2 3 4 

3.  I am tense ........................................................................... 1 2 3 4 

4.  I feel strained...................................................................... 1 2 3 4 

5.  I feel at ease ....................................................................... 1 2 3 4 

6.  I feel upset .......................................................................... 1 2 3 4 

7.  I am presently worrying over possible misfortunes ........... 1 2 3 4 

8.  I feel satisfied ..................................................................... 1 2 3 4 

9.  I feel frightened .................................................................. 1 2 3 4 
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10. I feel comfortable .............................................................. 1 2 3 4 

11. I feel self-confident .............................................................1 2 3 4 

12. I feel nervous.......................................................................1 2 3 4 

13. I am jittery ...........................................................................1 2 3 4 

14. I feel indecisive ...................................................................1 2 3 4 

15. I am relaxed.........................................................................1 2 3 4 

16. I feel content .......................................................................1 2 3 4 

17. I am worried ........................................................................1 2 3 4 

18. I feel confused .....................................................................1 2 3 4 

19. I feel steady .........................................................................1 2 3 4 

20. I feel pleasant……………………………….………….…1 2 3 4 
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APPENDIX J 

PRE BLOOD DRAW PROCEDURE 

 

Subject ID #: __________________________ Date:       

 

 

Period Time Actual Time Event 

Rest 

-10 minutes  Inserted Catheter 

-10 minutes  Flushed 

-10 minutes  Flushed 

Baseline 

0 minutes 
 1st Blood draw: Start 

Test/HRV 

10 minutes  2nd Blood draw 

20 minutes  3rd Blood draw: Stop HRV 

 

Administrator: ______________________________________ 
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Subject ID #: __________________________ Date:       

 

Period Time Actual Time Event 

Rest 

-10 minutes  Inserted Catheter 

-10 minutes  Flushed 

-10 minutes  Flushed 

Baseline 

0 minutes 
 1st Blood draw: Start 

Test/HRV 

10 minutes  2nd Blood draw 

20 minutes  3rd Blood draw: Stop HRV 

 

Administrator: ______________________________________ 
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APPENDIX K 

POST BLOOD DRAW PROCEDURES 

 

Subject ID #: __________________________ Date:     Post-Test 

Administrators   

   

Period Time Actual Time Event 

Rest 

-30 minutes  Inserted Catheter (Flush) 

-20 minutes  Flushed 

-10 minutes  Flushed 

Baseline 

0 minutes 
 1st Blood draw: Start 

Biofeedback HRV 

10 minutes  2nd Blood draw 

20 minutes 
Note: almost same time 

as 0 for stressor 

3rd Blood draw: Stop 

Biofeedback HRV 

Stressor 

Begins 
0 min  

Knock on Door by 

Administrator After Blood 

is drawn -Take to Room B 

Start Stressor 

Biofeedback HRV 

Stressor +10 minutes* 

 *1st Blood draw for stressor  

• Subject taken back to 

Room A after blood draw 
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where they begin their 5 

min speech.  

• If they finish before 5 min, 

committee members state, 

“You still have some time 

left. Please continue”. 

• If they finish a second time 

before 5 min is ended, 

examiners remain silent for 

20 s and then ask prepared 

questions. 

+15 minutes 

 • Selection committee asks 

the participant to serially 

subtract the number 13 

from 1,022 as fast and as 

accurately as possible.   

• On every failure, 

committee member says, 

‘Stop, 1,022’ 

+20 minutes* 

 • Subject taken back to room 

A 

*2nd Blood draw for 

stressor  
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Stop Biofeedback 

Stressor HRV 

Start Biofeedback 

Recovery Period 1 HRV 

Recovery  

+ 30 minutes* 
 1st Blood draw for  

recovery:  

+40 minutes* 

 2nd Blood draw for  

recovery 

Stop Biofeedback  

Recovery Period 1 HRV 

Start Biofeedback  

Recovery Period 2 HRV 

+50 minutes* 
 3rd Blood draw for  

Recovery 

Recovery  

+ 60 minutes* 

 4th Blood draw for  

recovery 

Stop Biofeedback  

Recovery Period 2 HRV 

Start Biofeedback  

Recovery Period 3 HRV 

+70 minutes* 
 5th Blood draw for  

Recovery 

+80 minutes*  6th Blood draw for  
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recovery  

Stop Biofeedback 

Recovery Period 3 HRV 
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